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ABSTRACT. The operation of typical automatic phase control circuits has been stu­
died with particular reference to locking ningo and time. The similarity of an injection syn­
chronised oscillator with a slow acting amplitude stabilisation circuit to a standard AFC system 
is pointed out. The pull-in phenomenon in APC circuits, with either sinusoidal or triangular 
comparators, incorporating low-pass filters in the feedback loop has been analysed. Expres­
sions have been derived for the locking range and time of APC circuits using a sinewave com­
parator. Experimental results obtained for such circuits have been presented and are found 
to bo in good agreement with the computed values.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
A phase locked oscillator, as its name implies, is an oscillator the phase of 
which is locked to an input reference oscillation. It operates by detecting the 
phase difference between the two oscillations and controlling the frequency of the 
oscillator in correspondence to a measure of this phase difference after suitable 
filtering.
A phase locked oscillator is essentially a feedback device incorporating a 
narrow-band filter. Because of the narrow band feedback process it reduces 
internally generated noises and disturbances as well as disturbances appearing 
at the input. A phase-locked oscillator thus finds uses in noise- and jitter-free 
frequency synthesis and in frequency tracking. An APC circuit has a close simi­
larity to injection synchronised oscillator where an oscillation of a desired frequency 
is injected into the oscillator. The amplitude and frequency of the injected voltage 
must be sucli as to quench the free oscillation, the quenching action being obtained 
through an instantaneous limiter type non-linearity which attenuates the weaker 
signal more than the stronger.
Because of the close similarity between the phase looked oscillator and the 
injection synchronised oscillator, this paper deals with some of the characteris­
tics, such as the locking range and time, of both types of oscillator.
In section 2, a simple explanation of single frequency synchronisation pheno­
mena is given and it is emphasised that it is imperative to use a limiter type charac-
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teristic. Tliis is followed by a study in section 3 of the effect of low frequency 
tune constant of the gain control arrangemeni of an injection synchronised oscil­
lator. The similarity between this type of osfljillator and a phase locked oscillator 
having a low pass filter in the loop has been llpointed out.
The behaviour of a simple APG circuit with sinusoidal and linear phase com­
parators has been analysed in section 4. An Explanation of pull-in effect is given 
in section 5 for APC loops with two different filters. From the accompanying 
analysis an approximate idea of the pulling riange and time can be formed.
Expressions for locking time and range h|ive been derived in section 6. Two 
types of filters have been considered in this connection—one with negligible high 
frequency gain and the other with finite high frequency gain. Simple but approxi­
mate relations for the locking range and time have been given. The practical 
results with regard to locking range in APC circuits with typical filter networks 
in the loop have been prestmted in section 7. These arc in good agreement with 
the theoretical formulae.
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S I N G L E  F R E Q U E N C Y  D I R E C T  S Y N C H R O N I S A T I O N
P H E N O M E N A
In this section, single frequency direct synchronisation in an oscillator of the 
type shown in Fig. 1 will be considered.
Fig. 1. Sohematio diagram of a directly synchronised grid tuned oscillator.
’ The* phenomenon of synchronisation in injection synchronised oscillators 
can be understood in the following way. Due to the mixing process provided by 
the inherent non-linearity between the grid voltage and the plate current in the 
tube circuit, the effective transconductance of the tube or the gain parameter 
has an in-phase as well as a quadrature component. The in-phase component 
modulates the amplitude of the free running oscillator and the quadrature compo­
nent modulates the frequency of the oscillator. The magnitude of these quantities 
will depend on the relative amplitudes and the phase difference between the 
reference signal and the free running oscillator. If the frequency difference 
Qj2n between these signals is not large and the synchronising amplitude
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is adequate, then it may be expected that the phase difference will attain 
a steady value and the phase of the free running oscillator will be locked in 
synchronism with that of the reference signal. The amplitude of the synchro­
nising signal reipiired for synchronising the free running oscillator depends not 
only on the difference of frequency between the free running oscillator and the 
reference signal but also on the amplitude of the free running oscillation.
Locking can also be considered as selection of the external signal and supression 
of the internal. The suppression depends on the fact that when two non-cohorent 
signals are applied to a limiter-type non-linear transference, the weaker signal 
is attenuated more than the stronger. One can understand the mechanism of 
Aveaker signal suppression by a reference to Fig. 2 which depicts relative trans- 
]iiission at two frequencies through a (uibic type nfm-linearity,
Fig. 2. Transmission characteristics of u limiter type non-linearity.
o^ut ^  • ... (2,1)
If we assume that Xif^ is of the form
Xt„ =  a  cos cos 2^ . ... (2.2)
then the transmission of component at frequency =  di^ rjdt, having the 
amplitude ‘a’ in presence of the another component at frequency w, and of amplitude ‘6’ is
=  [l_3/4(ffi2+26*)]a. ... (2.3)
Similarly, for the component at frequency Wj,
Tb(a,b)==b^l~  I  (6*+2a*)] . . . .  (2.4)
On the other hand, if we assume an expansion-typo characteristic such as given by
=  oxp (a;in)-exp ( - K i n ) ,  ... (2.5)
then the transmissions are given by
Ta(a,b) =  2Ii{a)I^{b), ... (2.6)
and T {^a, b) =  2/„(a) Ii(b). ‘ ... (2.7)
A plot of Ta{a, b)la is shown in Fig. 3 from which one-easily understands that this
type of characteristic helps a weaker signal ta build up.
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Fig. Transmission characteristics of an expandor type non-linearity.
It is evident, then, that a limiter type characteristic is preferable to an ex­
pandor typo characteristic so far as the interference reduction is concerned. In 
the case of limiter type characU^ristics, if we consider the same frequency synchro­
nisation phenomena, it can be easily shown that the locking equation is given by.
dt
12 —K  sin (2 .8 )
whore is a constant which depends on V/' and ‘6’ and Q is the initial frequency 
difference. It is to be noted that the process of synchronisation is due to instanta­
neous limiting and thus no filtering other than at r.f. is possible. In fact the
value of K  is given approximately by .S' =   ^ for single tuned circuit.
It is to be noted that if there are finite transmissions at other frequencies 
generated through the process of limiting then the statements made earlier in 
connection with interference reduction do not apply. If, for example, the com­
ponent at frequency (2ci>i~~cog) has finite transmission then it can be showm that 
the amount of suppression obtainable is small. This is due to the fact that the 
input to the limiter in such a case shows too little amplitude modulation for limiting 
to be effective. In any event the oscillator should have a soft characteristic, 
that is, it should be a free oscillator even in the absence of any r.f. input excitation.
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Thus oscillators working in any subharmonic mode should be free-running and 
not of the regenerative divider type,
E F F E C T  OF LO W-F R E Q U E N C Y  T I M E  C O N S T A N T  OF  
T H E  G A I N  C O N T R O L  A R R A N G E M E N T  ON  
T H E  P H A S E  E Q U A T I O N
In the previous case we have assumed instantaneous limiting due to which 
there was ‘strong signal capture’ and ‘small signal rejection’ . Wo shall now study 
the case when the limiting is not instantaneous. In most of the practical oscil­
lator circuits the gain control arrangement is only partly instantaneous. For 
example, the R-C time constant in the self-bias circuit of an oscillator provides 
a slow-acting gain control circuit.
Let us suppose that the gain is controlled by the rectified envelope and the 
time constant of the circuit is T secs. Then the open loop equations can be witten 
as (Fig. 4),
Fig. 4. Equivalent block diagram of a directly Hynchronised oscillator with a filter in the 
gain control circuit.
and
(»„ =  fi) g(E^ )Vi (3.1)
(3.2)
where and Vq are the input and output voltages respectively and Ei is the detec­
ted voltage and Eq is the control voltage.
Now let us suppose that consists of two components one at an angular 
frequency and the other at the angular frequency Wg of amplitudes ‘a’ and 
‘6' respectively. Then
=  a cos ^ 1+ 6  cos ... (3.3)
It can be shown that if the control characteristic is given by 1 —^/EqI^ )
g^ y the net transmissions at frequencies and o>2 are respectively
T ,^(a, h) — cos $ j)], ... (3 .4)
ft) =  b [ l cos ... (3 .6)
where G^ i(Aco) exp [j^i(Ao))] represents the filter transmission at the difference 
frepuency Ag> =  ~  co^ . Hence from the above it is evident that i f O ^  cos ^  0,
then there will be non-linear discrimination of one frequency against the another*
Similar conclusions apply for other types of gain control characteristics, like
Now for the loop shown in Fig. 4 th« component ‘a’ at should satisfy the 
following eq. f
a cos (w<+$) ^Fo(a, cos sin sin (t0j<+O)
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y(i>)
cos
where
(3.6)
(3.7)
and E cos(wi<4-4>) is the external synchronising voltage. Now
- ^  =  1 + 1  ( “ o M as 1 +  2 (3.8)
y{p) a \ p ' a 2coi
I f  we put p =  jo^i+S
where S represents an operator in a slow time scale. The amplituc^e and phaes 
equations are approximately given by
2 .^| =  «|F <,(a ,t)-l ] +Eoos<f,, ... (3.9)
1  I t  ^  sin 6.
a dt acoi
(3.10)
Hence from (3.2) and (3.10) we have,
2 . ^  _  
a dl
(Oo*
a<i>,
“ q • sin <l>,
(1+PT)
(3.11)
which can bo rewritten in the form
(3.12)
where G{p) represents the transfer function of a simple S—C lag filter. It is to be 
noted that Eq. (3.16) represents the APC equation with a simple R-C lag filter 
(see Sec. 5, 2). It is apparonts that the maximum rate of the input frequency 
variation depends on the Q of the tuned circuit and the time constant of the gain 
control circuit. Experimental results for locking range for different values of
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the RC product in the grid circuit of an oscillator are shown in Fig. 4(a). These 
confirm the theoretical findings.
Time-Const. (/<s)
Fig. 4(a). Pull-in performance of the directly synchronised oscillator with a slow acting gain 
control arrangcraeixt. The variation of the locking range with the detector time 
constant is shown for three values of the synchromising voltage.
T H E  S I M P L E  APC C I R C U I T
In this section we shall consider the simple APC circuit shown in Fig. 5. It 
(contains an os(;illator whose output frequency is approximately equal to the desired
[^F X-MQD vco.
T
Fig. 5. Block diagram of a standard APC circuit.
frequency, a phase detector and a reactance modulator. The phase detector 
performs the function of an error detecting device in the sense that it detects the 
error between the instantaneous jihases of the reference input and the oscillator.
APC loops can be classified into different categories depending on the nature 
of the signals and the type of comparator used. The signal may be continuous 
or interrupted. The comparator may be linear or sinusoidal. In the following 
analysis we will assume the signal to be continuous.
4.1. APC Circuit with Sinusoidal Comparator :
We shall here analyse the behaviour of an APC circuit with a sinusoidal 
comparator. In this case the output of the phase detector SE is
SE ^  p sin (4.1)
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where <f> is the instantaneous phase difference between the signals and /a represtmts 
the gain of the phase detector in volts per radian. This outout voltage tends 
to keep the output freauency of the oscillator constant through the reactance 
modulator, the sensitivity of which can.be represented by
P -  (4.2)
Thus p represents the gain of the mo|lulator in rad/sen; per volt. Then the 
governing equation of the system is giv<pi by
d<j>
dt S2 —K  sin (4.3)
where K  =  //y?. I f 0  , the undisturbed beat angular frequency, is leas than K, 
then there is a fixed value <f> =  <f>t for which — 0, so that
0, =  sin~Vn/iC). (4.4)
Thus if the initial detuning lies vithin the linriting synchronisation range {K) 
tlien the phase of the output oscillation will be locked in phases in synchronism 
with the reference input. Solving Eq. (4.3), expressions for the instantaneous 
phase and frequency of the oscillator can be readily obtained.
I f  fi >  jfiT then the instantaneous phase and frequency are given by
4> =
and
dt L \
where
and Ao =
■1 ](0/iT)*+cos {2f - p o )
(4.5b)
^  (<-|g
Inside the pull-in range (i.e. a <  K) the expression for the instantaneous phase is
=  2 t a n - i [ ( < + g ]  ... (4.6)
A Fourier analysis o f Eq. (4.6b) yields the values of the spectral components 
o f the instantaneous frequency
^  =  ir V  (  - 1  [l-2roo8(2v^-/?o)+2r®cos2(2v{^-/?o)-
. . . + ( — l)"2f** cos «(2 {^^—/?o)3. . . .  (4*7)
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where
It is clear from the study of Eq. (4.7) that the instantaneous frequency will 
show violent fluctuation as 12 approach(^s K  and the output will contain a large 
number of spectral components of significant amplitudes separated by the multiples 
of the Ixmt frccpiency. The instantaneous phase for frequencies away from the 
cross-over (i.e. i i > >  K) can be represented by the following approximate relation
^ ~  cof fa-l-mi sin coZ+mg sin (26)^+0) (4.8)
The values of co, a, and 0 can l>e determined by substituting the value of
0 given by Eq. 4.8 into Eq. 4.3 and equating components at different frequcmiies.
4.2 Linear Phase Comparator :
We shall now consider the case where the instantaneous detected voltage is 
a symmetrical triangular function of the phase difference (Fig. 6). The loop 
equation now becomes
^  =  n -Kij>, -77/2 <  6^ <  +77/2
and d(j>dt Q —Z (t7—{4),+t7/2 <  <  3ff/2.
(4.9a)
(4.9b)
It may be mentioned that a symmetrical triangular comparator can be realised 
in practice by mixing two strongly limited r.f. voltages.
The period of the instantaneous beat frequency can be found by solving
(4.9) and is given by
(4.10)
where X — Kn
"2n
If the comparator characteristic is triangular but asymmetric, i.e., the 
detected voltage is
and
V  =  K i^ , < ( ^ i
V  — K ^ ,  (»r-0i) <  ^ <  (^i+jr)
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and the correeponding expression for a b(fat period is
n
157
T
K\ logr
1 -
n
n -J l - K ,
(4.11)
a
The instantaneous beat frequency 27t/T  an^ also the discriminator output voltage 
for the case of a symmetrical triangular co|nparator have been plotted against q T 
and compare<l with those of the case wh|n the phase comparator is sinusoidal 
(Fig. 7). It will be observed that there it a close functional similarity between
Fig. 7. Discriminator output and beat froquonoy vs. ©rror characteristics.
an APC loop with a synimctrical triangular comparator and that with a sinusoidal 
comparator, although the range in the former is larger by a factor of 7t/2.
APC L O O P  W I T H  F I L T E R
It will be observed from the analysis in section 4 that for APC circuits without 
a filter incorporating either type of comparator the value of the locking ratio 
(q / K )  determines completely their performance characteristics, viz., locking range, 
noise band-width and the nature of the response to transients of phase and fre­
quency. Now it is considered desirable to be able to control these parameters 
independently of one another, in particular, to reduce the noise band-width. 
Incorporation of an appropriate low pass filter in the loop helps to achieve this. 
Inclusion of the filter network will, however, introduce the so-called pull-in pheno­
menon. The response to transients may no longer be deadbeat even if the dif­
ference frequency lies within the locking range and the instantaneous frequency 
may drift for a few beat cycles of continuously decreasing frequency till equilli- 
brium is reached.
6.1. P u lU in  E f f e c t  i n  a n  A P C  C ir c u i t  w i th  F i l te r  a n d  S y m m e tr ic a l  T r ia n g u la r  
C o m p a r a to r  :
We shall now consider the pull-in phenomena in an APC circuit with symmetri-
5
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cal triangular phase comparator and a low pass filter. Introduction of a filter in 
the feedback loop mo<lifie8 Eq. (4.9) to the following equations :
and
^  =  n — K-0{p)(f> , —ff/2 <  ^ <  +w/2 
at
=  0(p){n-<^), +7T/2 <  <  Znl2
at
... (5.1)
(5.2)
where G{p) stands for the filter-transfer function. For the filter network shown 
in Fig. 8(a) we have from equations (5.1) and (5.2)
R
O— w w -
R
o—wVVW-
XJ(
H T T 14-0-ni^T
U)
Fig. 8 . Simple low pass filter :
(a) with negligible high frequency gain (b) with finite high frequency gain.
■ V  +f • A = 0 , - . / 2 c # < ; , / 2  ... (6.3)
where
and
dt^ a
where ^2 =  0 -  -1^/2.
and a — R.G.
Combining (5.3) and (5.4) the phase equation of such a system can be written as
± C i - o . . . .  (6.6)
Writing to =  we have
“  T  O f / „ . . . .  (6.6)
As an example, we shall consider the case mrhen b =  0.5 and (7 = 1 . The ‘phase- 
plane’ plots for this case are shown in Pig. 9^) and 9(b). Now when lies between
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Fig. 9(a) Phase-plane trajectories.
=  -1  + ^ /0)
Fig. 9(h) Phase-plane trajectories
Fig. 9 (c) Phase-plane trajectories.
did
Fig. 9(d) Phase-plane trajectories.
dip = — 24- ipiid
did 1 ^ ^
—ff/2 and +7t2, between —nl2—QjK and nl2—illK and similarly when
^ lies between tt/2 and Sn/2, ijr lies between —w/2+fi/J5T and 7Tj2 +QlK. On 
the assumption that SlIK =  0.5, Eq. (5.6) becomes
do =  - l - ^ /w ,- 2 .0 7  < 1^  <  1.07 ... (5.7)
and d o
difr
= = - l + i r f a ,  -1 .07  <  <  2.07 ... (5.8)
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We may now consider a typical traje^ctory starting from ^  1.07, o> =  6. The
trajectory will lie in the region defined by (5.8), till at the end of the interval AB, 
i/r becomes 2.07 and the instantaneous beat frequency 6> becomes 3.3 (Fig. 9a). 
The next stretch of the trajectory starts from ?// ~  —2.07. Now at the end of this 
interval CD (Fig. 9b) i/r — 1.07 and to is seen to be reduced to 0.8. During the 
next successive cycles the value of the terminal to continuously decreases (Figs. 
9a and 9b) and ultimately the oscillator is pulled into synchronism. Tt thus 
requires a phase drift of about 4zr radians for the oscillator to synchronise. As 
the ratio oJK is increased and is brought closer to unity, the oscillator takes 
more time to be synchronised. Now at the extreme case when OjK =  tt/2 it can 
be shown that the instantaneous beat frequency at first decreases but it does so 
upto a certain limit. To study the effect of different values of the RC product 
the trajectories for different values of 7/ will have to be drawn and the motion of 
(co, i/r) followed from the initial conditions thi’ough a required number of cycles 
till the equilibrium is attained.
Graphical construction, similar to those considered above, is possible for the 
filter network shown in Fig. 8(b). Here
0(p) — 1+ap
where a =  x OR, (i {l+x)C R .
Now taking, for example, Kj/i =  ], we have
(5.9)
di/f
l±ccK (5.10)
The piUl-in mechanism here will be clear from a study of the appropriate 
plots (see Fig. 9) for different values of the time constants a and fi. The effect 
of different values of a and fi on the locking range and time will als(> be evident.
5.2. APC circuit juith Filter and a Sinusoidal Comparator :
The governing equation of an APC circuit with a lowpass filter in the loop 
(Fig. 10) is given by the relation
mF\ HtlT XMOU ntm  vco.
Fig. 10. Block diagram of an APC system with filter. 
^  =  a —KO{p) sin <p, . . .  (6.11)
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where G{p) represents the gain function of the lowpass filter network normalised 
with respt'ct to the maximum gain at z(^o frequency. As was pointed out in 
the discussion on the simple APC loop, tte phase function contains not only the 
component at the fundamental beat frequency but also harmonic components. 
Now for a low pass filter it is logical to a6|i>ume that the filter-transmission at the 
harmonic frequencies 2to, 3to etc. is negl%ihle. Then outside the pull-in range, 
the phast! function (Cf. Eq. 4.7) takes thf simple form
0 =  sin to/
I
where w is the beat frequency. J
Tlie steady state loop equations then bfecome
(5.12)
to — n 4 J,(w) -
•v/sin® cos® <(>i
(5 .1 3 )
and
where
m l ’ ( m j 0) sin 5^ 1 r -
(5.14)
y Jg(m)
and J„(m) is Bessers Function of order '71 and argument 'm\ and <f>^ is the filter 
phase and 0  ^and represent respectively d.c. and a.e. gains of the filter. These 
equations enable determination of a, co and m for a given q . N ow if tlie Eqs. 
(5.13) and (5.14) can be simultaneously satisfied for any value of the beat frequency 
CO and a value of m less than unity, the system will not lock and will show stationary 
boats. On the other hand, ‘instability', leading to sjmehronisation, will set in if 
the value of m demanded by the Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) equals or exceeds unity.
The plots of the equations (5.13) and (5.14) for a simple R-C network are shown 
in Pig. 11. With the help of this figure one can find tlu‘ variation of co and m
K T ^
Fig, U. Graph illustratixig the evaluation o f ‘m’ and ‘ m* using Eqs. 6.13 and 6.14.
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with time till the limiting value of the beat frequency corresponding to m =  1 
is reached, and also whether the system will synchronise or not.
L O C K I N G  R A N G E  A N D  L O C K I N G  T I M E
An APC loop is characterised by the following parametSts :(i) the locking 
range, (ii) the locking time and (iii) the noise bandwidth (see Appendix for an 
expression for the noise-bandwidth). The locking time can be thought of as 
composed of frequency pulling time and phase pulling time. Phase pulling time 
is the time taken by the loop to annul the discrepancy in phase between the input 
and the output, if the initial difference frequency is very small. Frequency pulling 
time, on the other hand, is the time required for equalisation of the frequency of 
the input and the output brought about by a gradual increase of the steady dis­
criminator voltage. It should be remarked that the frequency pulling time is 
considerably larger than the phase pulling time. (The latter has been briefly 
analysed in the Appendix).
During the period of phase pulling, one may consider the APC loop as a semi- 
direct-current loop, while during the period of frequency pulling the loop is a com­
bined A.C. and DC. one, and the A.C. gain characteristic assumes a significant 
role. Now there may arise two distinct cases—(a) one in which the limiting high 
frequency gain is zero and (b) the other in which it is finite. Whatever the case 
may be, in the long time process of frequency pulling there will be a steady drift 
of the difference frequency per beat cycle. The amount of this drift is determined 
by the initial difference frequency and the gain of the open loop at the beat fre­
quency. The situation is best analysed by considering the phenomenon in a 
sequence of beat cycles. The phenomenon of frequency pulling in APC loops 
with two different types of filters mentioned above will be studied in some details 
in this section and expressions for locking range and time will then be derived.
6.1. Filter with Finite A,C. Gain :
We shall assume that the gain function 0{P) may be separated into two parts- 
high frequency gain Off{P) and a low frequency portion Gi,(p), i.e.,
G(p) =  Gsip)+Gi,{p). (6.1)
Further it will be assumed that the high frequency gain is considerably smaller 
than the low frequency gain. I f the initial difference frequency Cl is lower than 
KGffy the phase will attain a steady value in a fairly short period. On the other 
hand, if D >  KO^ the system may still attain the equilibrium, but the time will 
be considerably longer. In the period of a beat cycle, the beat frequency may be 
considered to be constant. There will, however, be a steady drift of the value of 
this beat frequency over a number of such cycles. Now
^  —  (a— KOiem4»)— KOB&n<l>. . . .  (6.2)
I f the time constants involvod in locking ajpe long compared with a period of a beat
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cycle, we can write,
KGgBin^ =-p<^-likQ—KOj^sia^,
i.e., KQ ^eid^ = —oig-{-ii—KOi,siD.^ ... (6.3)
Now putting a —ii^ iS in ^ ,
or, ®i =  sin^. ... (6.4)
Wo have from (6.3)
... (6.5)
So that KGg sin ^ -  v'®i*-(iTG'fl)*+Oi. ... (6.6)
This equation gives us the value of the effective difference frequency at a given 
time. Equations (6.4) and (6.6) yield
... (6.7)
Equation (6.7) can be written as a differential equation in 9 ,^ which can then 
be solved for evaluating frequency pulling time (Bichman, 1954). For example, 
if
0(p) — m + 1—m
l + p  £  te
m
where y =  x Tjtc, =  Ijfifi =  I jK  and m is ratio o f a.e. gain to d.c. gain of the
filter. Now replacing by the approximate relation
and putting — p, QlmK =  we have ultimately the following relations
for the locking time and range :
m Tf
yte
[ -  -|log. (p*-26p+0 .84p„)- 1
^O M po-b^
and
where
tan~^
q JK ^  0.16+0.84»n, 
m—0.16
p -b 1^
V0.84po*-6*
(6.8)
(6.9)
2b =  /)q4" m
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6.2. Filter mth Negligible High-Frequency Gain :
Thoro may be systems in whieh there is no high frequency gain or the high 
freejueney gain falls rapidly with frequency. An example is provided by a simple 
R-C filter (Rey, 1960). In this case, the loop equation reduces to
dt =  Q
K sin (
or,
Where T is the time constant. We may assume that 
(j) =  sin /?)
Hence from these two eejuations we have
T ~  +  sin^ =  q ,
T (mco)+m( o -^ )+ A '(J o + J ,)  sin p =  0,
■  ^ oos/? 0.
To a first order of approximation
F{Ja \ Ji) sin p ea — ’
and K{.J^  - J^ ) cos// =a j .
Therefore from the Eqs. (6.12), (6.16) and (6.17)
T ^  Mo- A  dt =1^ =  n.
. . .  (6.10) 
. . .  (6 . 11)
,.. (6.12)
.. (6.13) 
.. (6.14) 
,. (O.l.'i)
. (6.16)
,. (6.17)
.  (6 . 1 8 )2v '1 +  w*T*
from which locking range and time can be found out. Again from above, wo have
WHO =  KQJ^{m). ... (6,19)
The locking range is given by
n „  =  (6.20)
where denotes the filter-phase angle.
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The locking time can be found by evaluating
KG
=  T { —J fi—J
t»„
n i ’(co)
(6.21)
where
w- K  1
=  « - f l G ( « ) | .J
It should be mentioned that equations 15.19), (6.20) and (6.21) will apply 
for any APC loop with a filter having negli^ble asymptotic gain.
6.3. Derivation of Simple Expressions for Locking Range and Time :
Locking range and tinier can also bo estimated from the following simple 
treatment. Wo shall here assume tliat the instantaneous phase contains : (i) a 
very slowly varying component a, corresponding to a slow change of the averge 
discriminator voltage, (ii) a component varying linearly with time at the rate of 
the beat angular frequency and (iii) a component periodic at the beat frequency. 
I f  we furtlier assume that the significant component of the periodic part is the 
fundamental, the following equations are obtained to a first order of approximation :
da
dt =  Q —-o)+jfir6rot/i(m) sin a,
dm
dt
=  —KG[{J^—Jfj cos a cos ^
and ?noi =  —KG[J^ sin sin (a—0)J,
(6.22)
(6.23)
(6.24)
Using these equations (Eq. 6.22 to 6.24), one can derive an approximate equa­
tion for the average drift in frequency
da 
dt' (Q—0.SKG)--0,2KGq sin a (6.25)
where G stands for the average value of the network gain over the range—d.c. 
to the initial difference frequency Q. The weighted averaging involved in this 
derivation has been done with due regard to the ranges over which the quantities 
vary. It is to be noted, for example, that the value of ‘m’ will be initially small, but 
after a while will approach unity.
Eq. (6.25) is identical in form with Eq. (4.3) and gives both the locking 
range and time. Thus assuming G© =  initial difference frequency is given
by
(6.26)
6
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The locking time can be found by evaluating
=  K , =  .2K0,
where and a/ are the initial and final values of. ot,
TJie initial value of ac can be found by putting daldt =  0, dmjdt =  0 in Eqs, 
(6.22) to (6.24). An working approximate value for oci is [7r/2—{ (^Q)]. The 
final value is obviously equal to Using Eq. (6.27) it is now possible to
find the locking time for a given difference frequency.
It will apiiear that the knowledge of the average again G and the network 
phase at 12 is sufficient to obtain reasonably accurate estimates of the locking 
time and range (see Sec. 7). The value of G in Eqs, (6.26) and (6.25) can be found 
out either analytically or graphically. Analytical solutions are possible only in 
simple cases and one will have to take recourse to graphical techniques in cases 
when the network gain function contains a number of poles and zeros.
Graphical constructions for the filters (Figs. 8a and SV)) have been shov n in 
Figs. 12 and 13 from which the evaluation of locking ratio (o /A ) can be accom* 
plished with the help of equation (6.26).
Fig. 12. Graphical detormination of locking ratio for the simple R-C filter of Fig. 8(a)
Fig. 13. Graphical determination of locking ratio for the filter of Fig. 8(6),
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E X P E B I M E N T A L  SET-U P A N D  B E S U L T S
In this section we shall first describe the experimental set-up* This will be 
followed by a discussion of the results obtained and comparison of these with the 
results of the analysis presented in section
I?Fig. 14 shows the experimental set-iiji  ^for making measurements of the 
locking range ( q ) for two types of filtc^ rs—o i|b having negligible high frequency
Fig. 14. Exporimentai set-up.
gain and the other having finite high frequency gain-to check the theoretically 
derived results. The detailed circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 15. The phase 
shift of repuired between the grid and the plate voltages in the reactance tube
(4) has been achieved by means of a two stage R-C phase-shifter (Rx3Ci3Ri4^ i4)
\ Fig. 15, Detailed circiuit diagram of the system, 
provided with a trinuner to effect accurate adjustments. This arrangement was 
adopted as it ensures negligible conductance loading of tlie reactance tube (V4). 
The oscillator to be synchronised is electron coupled tuned grid Hartely type (Vj). 
The phase detector used is of the balanced demodulator type. Its output is the 
difference between the voltages \Ef-\-Ei\ and|£e—Ei\ where an A, are pro­
portional respectively to the oscillator and input synchronising voltages. For 
u successful operation of the circuit it is necessary to guarantee that the ratio of 
the magnitudes of the two voltages never approaches unity. The centre frequency 
of the oscillator and the input amplifier need be carefully adjusted io the same 
value. Further, the input amplifier for feeding the phase detector should have 
a flat top characteristics. Presence of a dip anywhere in its response characteris­
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tics is likely to produce syuiriouH effects and sometimes a type of oscillation. It 
is nc(;ossary in ensure that the time constant of the detector circuit be such that 
the r-/ filtering is adequate, yet is small enough as not to interact with the filter 
time co/]stants. In fact the latter consideration sets the lowest limit to the mini­
mum filter time constant usable. Ft lias been found necessary to incorporate an r./. 
choke in the pat h from the detector-filter to the grid of tlie reactance tube to provide 
effc(ttiv(' r,f. decoupling. Ft should also be mentioned that large variations of 
resistance in the d.e. grid circuit should be avoided as it affects the sensitivity 
of the X-tube. 7’'he value of the limiting angular frequem^y of synchronisation 
(K) obtaining in the circuit described is H) kiloradian/sec.
In Fig. 16 the experimental values of the locking ratio {QjK) have been plotted 
against the product of the limit of synchronising frepuency in radian per sec and 
the filter time constant of the m^twork of Fig. 8a. The variation of tiim^  constant 
\^ as here eff(‘cted by changing the value of‘ the capa(*itanc(* (\ It will be found 
that the exyierimental values are in close agreenumt with the eomssjionding values 
computed from Eq. (6.26) which are also sliown in Fig. 16. The values of locking
Fig. 16. Pull-in performance of Ihe 8yHt(»m with filter of Fig. 8(n).
ratio obtained by computations using Etp (6.20) have Iteen fimiid to be close to 
but a little, less than the experimental values.
In the APC circuit using the filter of Fig. Sh, the value of the ratio of the 
a.c./d.c. gain was varied by changing th(^  valm  ^ of X R  and the time constant by
Fig. 17. PuU-in performance of the ^etem with filter of Pig. 8(6).
changing the capacitance C, Fig. 17 shows the values of the locking ratio deter­
mined experimentally as well as those com|)iited from E(p (6.26) for this case.
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(Photographs showing transient pull-in fojf the filter of Fig. 8(b) are given in
Fig. 18. (a) Photograph showing pull-in time for an APC eirouit with the filter of Fig. 8(6) 
when the initial difforenoe froquenoy is : 0.5 Ko/s below the centre frequency.
Fig. 18. (6) 0.5 Ko/s above the centre frequency.
Fig. 18)4 Hero also the agreement is fairly close. If, however, Eq. (6.9) is used 
for computing the locking ratio, it will be found that the computed values agree 
wdth the experimental values for large values of T  only. The discrepancy at 
low values o f T  arises from the fact that the difference between . the high and 
the low frequency time constants is then small.
It can be concluded from the above results that Eq. (6.26) provides a simple
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Fig, 18. (c) 1.0 Kr/8 above the (centre fro(iuonoy.
yot fairly accurate n J^ation for calculating the locking range* and time of APC 
systems with filtei s i f a wide class,
C O N L U D I N G K E M A R K S
The locking phenojnenon in APC circuits with two different filter networks 
has been analysed for continuous synchronising signal at the input and tlieir 
performance studied experimentally. The cases of interrupted wave synchroni­
sation and the synchronisation with a signal having low S/N ratio will be consi­
dered i,i a future communication.
a (^k n o w l e d g m : e n t
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APPENDIX
A.l. Response to a step-change in ‘ji ’ and phase Locking Rav^e and Time
We shall here consider the response of an APC circuit to a step change in 
the angular frequency Tl’ applied to the input. I f the instantaneous phase dif­
ference between the external input and the reference input is sufficiently small, 
then the governing equation of the loop is ;
(A.1)
With 1 his approximation one can readily find the mioinium value of ^  so tnat the 
system never loses cycles by determining the condition that the resultant phase
on excitation by a step in frequency never exceeds ±7t/2. For the purpose one 
has only to find the amoimt of overshoot y  in the step response of
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m n ... (A.2)
The value of the steady state phase •= • Hence the required condition
is seen to be, [
"  Q(l~\-y) <  K n^
k
n ( i + y ) < ^ .  ... (A.3)
I f  this condition is satisfied one can find the phase locking time hy calculating 
the time required for settling to a value within five f>er cent of the differences 
between thc‘ initial and final phases. Lot us assume that a sudden step rjhange 
in frequeii(\v is applied at t ~  0, when the initial conditions are 0 ~  (), and d^ JcU =  0. 
Then Eq. (A.l) reduces to
ll+ (l+ j;) /)T jp  • ^ • A’  • (l+xpT)4>{p) =  [J f  (1 +.r)p7'] ... (A.4)n
Substituting
and
rji _  _
^-xKT
7T
A .
1 +
K
2 xKT
... (A.5)
and comparing (A .4) with (A .5) wo have
i>(p)
or,
p  ■ (l-fa:)T  ] p *2\+^+2/7t Jfj ... (A.6)
(A.7)
whore (a-izjfi) are the roots o f the polynomial A j =  0. Hence
the variation of phase function with time is given by
Mt\ 1 _ ®
L (i+ iT T  "/?
~  •Asin(/?«+ii^) j , (A.8)
where,
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and \Jf =  tan~^
( l + x ) T ... (A.10)
From TSq. (A.8) the percentage overshoot will bo found to be given by
• sin • exp f— i//)cot 0] ... (A .ll)
4> //
where and (f)f. are tlie inaxiinnin and steady state phase shifts respectively 
and
0 =: tan“ (^/y/a) ... (A.12)
From liqs. (A..*!) and (A.l 1) the locking ratio is sm i to be given by the approximate 
relation :
« «  1 
K  1 +q-y
... (A.13)
where A .g» =  ^ sin 0 • exp cot 0] ... (A.14)
y — ••• (A.15)
The instants when tlie phase equals can be found from Eq. (A.8). Thus 
. An approximate value for the phase settling time can be
written as
A,2. Noise Bandmdth :
Noise bandwidth can be defined as
— j -
B . =  l  \OM \Hf ... (A.17)
where G'(ti)) is the normalised closed loop transfer function. (A.17) can also be 
written as
/  CKp ) 0 { - p ) d p
Now for the lag network, we have
f(p) =
l+ ( l+ * )p T
(A.18)
... (A.19)
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and
Hence
where
G(p) =
P+JCfip)
K  (ol-\-xK :
a (l+ x KIT '
OL =  (1 +  1/a:).
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... (A.20) 
... (A.21) 
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